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Maximizing Value Through Sustainability
2022 HIGHLIGHTSESG AT ALCOAPOLICIES
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Supporting a more sustainable aluminum industry

          With responsible bauxite mining practices, an alumina refining system with one of the lowest carbon footprints in the industry,1 a suite of emerging green technologies in aluminum smelting, and our portfolio of lower-carbon SustanaTM products, Alcoa is steadily working to reinvent the aluminum industry for a sustainable future.

		  1 CRU emissions intensity data, 2022.
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			 2022 Sustainability Report

			  Alcoa’s annual sustainability report offers an in-depth look at our environmental, social and governance (ESG) performance against our public goals. It covers topics that are most relevant to our stakeholders and our business across our value chain, as well as our ongoing investments in local communities.


			  DOWNLOAD REPORT
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			  ESG Progress At-a-Glance

              2022 highlights

			  



Zero

					         employee fatalities



0.82:1

					         ratio for active mining disturbance to mine rehabilitation2



4.6%

					         decrease in carbon dioxide equivalent emissions



86%

					         of electricity powering our smelters came from renewable sources3




36.6%

					         increase in new hires from underrepresented groups



90

					         score on the Human Rights Campaign Foundation’s Corporate Equality Index 20224



17

					         locations certified to the ASI Performance Standard



$7 million

					         invested in communities  through Alcoa community grants and the Alcoa Foundation




2 From 2018-2022.

						3 Renewable energy is derived from natural processes that are replenished constantly, such as sunlight, wind, and hydropower.

						4 Out of 100 possible points.





	OUR ESG GOALS





	EXECUTIVE SUMMARY







	OUR ESG GOALS




	EXECUTIVE SUMMARY







			ESG at Alcoa

            Driving value creation through ESG integration

			Our ESG policies and practices demonstrate our work towards minimizing our environmental impacts while maximizing value across our global operations in ways that align with our stakeholders’ needs and expectations. We have set measurable goals that address relevant issues to enable impactful solutions. Learn more about our work in these areas.
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						Environment

						From climate change to biodiversity, to resource efficiency and emission abatement strategies, we are working to reduce our environmental footprint.
	
						CLIMATE CHANGE
					
	
						ENERGY USE AND EFFICIENCY
					
	
						IMPOUNDMENT MANAGEMENT
					
	
						BIODIVERSITY AND MINE REHABILITATION
					
	
						WATER STEWARDSHIP
					
	
						AIR EMISSIONS
					
	
						CIRCULAR ECONOMY AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
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				Social

				People are at the heart of what we do, making their safety our highest priority.
	
						SAFETY AND HEALTH
					
	
						HUMAN RIGHTS
					
	
						INDIGENOUS AND LAND-CONNECTED PEOPLE
					
	
						LOCAL COMMITMENT WITH COMMUNITIES
					
	
						INCLUSION, DIVERSITY and EQUITY
					
	
						TALENT ATTRACTION, RETENTION AND DEVELOPMENT
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				Governance

				Our governance structure, policies and procedures are designed to create value for investors and stakeholders.
	
						ETHICS AND GOOD GOVERNANCE
					
	
						ESG TRANSPARENCY AND DISCLOSURE
					
	
						SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
					
	
						TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
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              Memberships and Recognitions
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            Case Studies

            Turning raw potential into real progress

            Every day, Alcoans are striving to make a difference in our industry via our processes and products. We continually work towards improving resource efficiency, protecting our environment and supporting our communities. We are striving to build on our legacy of innovation to meet the needs of our customers and our communities. Discover how Alcoans are finding new ways to change the industry and shape the world in which we live.

            VIEW ALL CASE STUDIES
        



[image: ]Cultivating Seeds of Growth
READ MORE



[image: ]Process Optimization Yields Emission Reductions
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[image: ]Partnership Turns Waste into Low-Carbon Cement
READ MORE
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            Alcoa Foundation

            Investing in our communities

            Founded in 1952, the Alcoa Foundation seeks to create value for communities and regions where Alcoa has a presence. It works to do so by partnering with trusted non-profit organizations to address local environmental challenges, as well as education and workforce development gaps.

            ABOUT THE ALCOA FOUNDATION
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              Policies and Reports

              A culture of transparency

              We intend to maintain transparency through strong sustainability governance and reporting practices. Our policies and procedures underpin this effort, along with our stakeholders’ input and appropriate reporting guidelines.

            



View Alcoa's Sustainability and EHS Policies

			   	Alcoa Equal Employment Opportunity Policy
	Human Rights Policy
	Indigenous Peoples Policy
	Social Policy
	Crisis Reporting Policy
	Global Security Policy
	EHS Policy
	Global Impoundment Policy
	Biodiversity Policy
	Water Stewardship Policy
	Climate Change Policy
	Tax Policy


            






View Alcoa's Reports

              	Alcoa Green Finance Framework
	Alcoa Green Finance Framework Second-Party Opinion
	2022 Sustainability Report Executive Summary
	2022 Alcoa Sustainability Report
	ERM CVS Limited Assurance Statement
	UN Global Compact Progress Report
	IDE 2022 Supplementary Information


            





Mineral Revenue Transparency Statement

              As a signatory to the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI), Alcoa supports enhancing the transparency of mineral revenues. We believe that engaging with and supporting governments that implement EITI’s principles helps to ensure mining revenues are used appropriately to address a host country’s and host community’s social needs. We will disclose contracts with governments related to minerals development, where they are not subject to a confidentiality undertaking and encourage governments to allow such disclosure. Alcoa believes it is important to be transparent in the countries where we mine bauxite so that communities and other stakeholders have a clear understanding of our economic contributions.


              For more information:

              We publish an annual Tax Transparency Report in Australia, while in Brazil, Alcoa reports consolidated financial performance publicly, including royalties and tax payments. An overview of taxes and royalties paid by region can be found in our Sustainability Report.


              	EITI
	Sustainability Report
	Australia Tax Transparency Report
	Brazil ANM


            




Mining Concessions and Agreements
Australia

              	Alumina Refinery Agreement Act 1961
	Alumina Refinery Agreements (Alcoa) Amendment Act 1987
	Alumina Refinery (Pinjarra) Agreement Act 1969
	Alumina Refinery (Wagerup) Agreement and Acts Amendment Act 1978


            




Brasil

              Agência Nacional de Mineração
              	850.091/2020
	850.577/2017
	850.576/2017
	850.968/2010
	850.352/2010
	850.351/2010
	850.350/2010
	850.133/2006
	850.580/2003
	850.376/2003
	850.056/2003
	880.113/2002
	880.112/2002
	850.243/2002
	850.357/2001
	850.355/2001
	850.338/2001
	850.337/2001
	850.336/2001
	850.335/2001
	850.026/2001
	850.506/2000
	850.505/2000
	850.504/2000
	820.606/1996
	820.605/1996
	751.777/1996
	850.011/1991
	850.010/1991
	830.614/1988
	830.952/1987
	830.619/1979
	807.683/1977
	807.682/1977
	807.681/1977
	809.359/1975
	809.358/1975
	808.954/1975
	808.953/1975
	808.027/1975
	807.899/1975
	811.195/1972
	819.604/1971
	815.816/1971
	815.682/1971
	815.645/1971
	815.274/1971
	001.278/1961
	001.277/1961
	001.276/1961
	001.275/1961
	005.799/1959
	008.608/1958
	003.869/1958
	005.550/1957
	008.122/1956
	000.689/1956
	000.370/1956
	004.173/1943
	008.850/1941
	001.606/1940
	003.242/1936
	002.586/1935
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Working at Alcoa

					Shape your world

				Across six continents, our people are working to transform the aluminum industry. We endeavor to create an inclusive and values-based culture, where employees can work together to solve some of our industry’s toughest challenges. We invite you to explore a career with Alcoa. Together, we can shape a better future.

VIEW CAREERS
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Recent News
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                                ELYSIS metal behind Ball Corporation’s shining debut at Davos

                                Aluminum made from Alcoa’s innovative ELYSIS process featured prominently in Ball Corp.’s low-carbon aluminum cup, which made its shining debut in January at the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland.

                                Read More
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                                Alcoa continues to be recognized for sustainability leadership

                                Alcoa was again named to the S&P Dow Jones Sustainability North America Index (DJSI), maintaining its status as a global sustainability leader.

                                Read More
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                                Alcoa continues successful rehabilitation of jarrah forest ecosystem

                                Alcoa has a successful record of rehabilitating the jarrah forest in Western Australia and is the first mining company to receive recognition from the United Nations for rehabilitation excellence.

                                Read More

                            

                        

                    

                




VIEW ALL NEWS




Have questions?

				Please don't hesitate to get in touch with any queries, requests, or suggestions.

REACH OUT TO OUR SUSTAINABILITY EXPERTS
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